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A STUDY OF THE PROBLEMS

OF

100 ELEVENTH GRADE PUPILS

Chapter I

Introduction

The purpose of this study was the more formal pursuit

and recording of the problems of high school boys and girls

than the writer would have carried out without such a

motive. This was done in order that he might have a

clearer and more sympathetic understanding of the problems

that baffled these particular boys and girls in their at-

tempts to adjust themselves to life conditions as they

found them inside of the school and out. He hoped that

such a study would help these boys and girls in the so-

lutions of their own problems while the study was in pro»

gross, and make them more tolerant of the shortcomings of

others. The paper has been written, also, for teachers of

adolescent boys and girls and for the parents of such boys

and girls.

This writer believes that one requisite factor in the

solution of any problem is the stating of the problem in

at least fairly definite form. He believes, also, that

young peoplets actions should be, as far as possible,

understood and guided rather than merely judged,
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oftentimes superficially and erroneously. One can not

understand and guide the behavior of others unless he is

at least aware of the typical problems which pumas and

many times harrow them and others like than in their at-

tempts to live in the world as it is organised and at the

same time preserve and develop their own individualities to

their utmost.

Unfortunately, many teachers and parents can not reca-

pitulate their own childhood experiences. They have for-

gotten that they have learned what they know about personal

management and social living slowly, sometime. painfully,

and frequently only superficially or even wrongly. Much of

the billotion between adults and children is due to the

tendency of many adults to regard children and young people

as miniature adults instead of young and growing things

with problems and questions peculiar to their particular

stages of development.

The writer of this thesis hopes that the beginning

teacher especially may find the reading of these pages

profitable in that he or She may understand the personali-

ties of the pupils more fully and avoid the antagonisms

which occur in some classrooms through leek of knowledge of

the reasons for the behavior of the class as a whole or of

individuals within the class. The longer this writer

teaches, the more respect he has for the possibilities and
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responsibilities of the conscientious teacher.

The desire of the writer to assist the pupils in

solving their own problems, and in understanding that few

of them were unique or insurmountable was not in the least

a secondary consideration with him. Neither was his at-

tempt to mate than realise that the idlosyncrosies of some

of their fellow - pupils were brought about by their particu-

lar difficulties at the time. Mile all that he could give

some of their problems was a sympathetic discussion, he has

been told by a number of these pupils that this study has

assisted them materially. Through it, some of them have

completely solved problems that earlier appeared very large

in their eyes. Sometimes the statement of their problems

to someone else was the first step in their gradual so-

lution without any further assistance. In one lantana,

for example, a girl who was not happy in her relations with

her parents found a complete reversal of her situation when

the parents found their daughter reposing her confidences

and discussing her plans with someone outside of the

family. They were chagrinned that they had failed in their

understanding and guidance to such an extent.

Por same years, mnoh has been written of the bles and

sophisticated, even the whardeboiler, younger generation.

This writer has not found this to be the situation. He has

found many of these young people to be sensitive,
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self - doubtful of their capacities, ambitious to make the

moat possible out of themselves, eager to please, desirous

of popularity, and pleasant companions among whom to work.

He has not found them free from faults nor paragons in any

way, but believes them to promise for the future a little

better world than the one in which they are growing up.

This study was made in a senior high school attended

by 2200 pupils, located in a large city in California. The

high school district is a typical middle -class reside:utile:1.

community. The school population is quite homogeneous,

with very fay foreigners, and very few very wealthy or very

poor pupils,

The school has a standard college - preparatory curricu-

lum plus the usual offerings in manual arta and business

coursing. Quite a large proportion of the graduates con-

tinue their educations in one of the universities or junior

colleges of the State. A junior college is located in the

city in which the high school is situated, but is not a

part of any high school plant, The school affords a

counselling service, with a counsellor for each grad*, in

addition to a vice- principal for boys and a "dean of

girls", The school day is made up of six one -hour peri-

oda, with a half-hour for lunch. A normal program of study

for the pupils Is four "solid" subjects, a period for

physical education, and a period for study, Textbooks and
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necessary school supplies are furnished to the pupils.

Fifty boys and fifty girls were selected for this

study out of more than three hundred pupils in the writer's

classes. They were members of the junior class or the

eleventh grade. These pupils were interviewed and records

kept of their problems and backgrounds. Other data were

obtained which the writer believed might have a bearing on

the pupils* problems as well as serving as a background for

this study. These data have been tabulated and discussed

later in this thesis.

The data were :gathered during the l9580.1959 school-

year and extend over the whole year. A chronological

record of the progress of each case was made where this war

bold to be profitable to the study. in some oases, the

records are incomplete and in others long periods elapse

between reports. Rat all of the problems are serious in

theory, but they were believed by the pupils to be Of

importance to theme

ln the following chapter, a few excerpts from the

literature on the psychology of adolescence, mental hygiene,

and sociology are given as a general background for the

more specific data of the study. The excerpts do not in

any way represent an exhaustive survey, but do contain a

number of books which have proved of great value to the

writer.
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Chapter II

Excerpts from the Literature
on the Problems of Young People

of Ili4±h School Age

To attempt a summary of this literature on the prob-

lems of adolescents is the work of a lifetime. Hundreds

of books and thousands of both popular and scientific

magazine articles have been written in this field and the

end is far from sight yet* As a matter of fact, this

field is so large that it has been divided into numerous

sub-fields which have become, in turn, fields of special-

ization themselves. Among these are the subjects of men-

tal hygiene, character education, health education, and

branches of sociology in addition to the parent field, the

psychology of adolescence. The writer will cite a few

books which have proved most useful to him, but does not

claim that these are tuoerior to many others or that they

cover the entire field* He has not cited any magazine

articles because to have begun on them would have required

a decision on the point at which to halt and this would

have been moat difficult. It would have implied, as well,

some elements of favorable and unfavorable selection by

rea.,on of inclusion or exclusion. The writer believes it

better to avoid this by omitting all.
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One of the most valuable boeks in the psycholo;;y of

adolescence which the writer has found is Goleta (7) The

Psychology of Adolescence. et, is divided into three

principal parts: the development of the adolescent,

fields of deviation or maladjustment amonj adolescents,

and the interactions between the adolescent and his en-

vironment. The purpose of the author of this book

throughout has been the inclusion of objectively prevd.

facts and of material that will enable the teacher to

transfer the principles of adolescent psychology to her

everyday procedure in the classroom. Lot the least valu-

able parts of the book arc the numerous case studies which

illustrate the principles set forth in an interesting

and concrete manner. The viewpoint of the author of the

book appeals to this writer as most cane and the selection

of princiPles and ease studies those Which are met frequent-

ly in the classroom. The scope of the bcek ia probably

best shown by a citation of the fifteen chapters which

compose it. These art: changes in the high school popu-

lation, the physical development of adolescents, their

emotional development, their social development, their

moral and religious development, the normal adolescent;

the delinquent adolescent, the emotional deviate, the

intellectual deviate, the vocational misfit; the adoles-

cent and his home, the adolescent and his school, the
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adolescent and his community, and a final chapter on the

end of adolescence.

Subjective opinion and sentimental exaggerations are

pleasingly absent from this book. The approach is from

the genetic point of view. Anticipation and prevention

of difficulty are held to be much better than attempted

correction and punishment.

Another book which has been of great value to this

writer has been Arlittis (1) Adolescent 1,sychology. This

book is designed as a text for use in college courses,

but is planned for extension and adult education courses

more particularly. It contains much thaL appeals to the

writer as sound and practical. it makes good use of the

research material available, and contains a glossary of

the terms in this field.

The book follows the conventional organization of

most of the books in the field of adolescent psychology,

with somewhat more than the usual emphasis placed upon

mental hygiene and personality adjustment. Included among

the fourteen chapters of the book are the following

titles: adolescent escape and defense mechanisms, e-

motional maturing, disturbances in adolescent personality,

and the hygiene of adolescence.
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Another of the valuable books in the psychology of

adolescence is Garrison's book (12), The Psychology of Ado-

lescence. It is written for use as a college text, but is

interesting just as reading matter as well. Part I gives

the general principles of the development of young people

with special reference to the changes at adolescence. Part

II treats the personality development and the problems of

mental health of adolescents.

Richmond's two books, The Adolescent Boy (21) and The

Adolescent Girl (22) require more evaluative reading than

the ones which have been listed above. They stress the

fact that 'anthropological and historical surveys show that

the social significance of adolescence has always been

stressed, and that rites and education have been directed

toward securing the conformity of the oncoming generation

to the ways of the older generations. The earlier, but not

the primitive view, that puberty marks an abrupt change

from childhood has been abandoned. new traits are

created in the individual at adolescence, but trends al-

ready existent may come to light. The period is marked by

nervous instability andrtension. Its most persistent

problems arise from the davelonnent of the reproductive

system, about wkieh youth is yet often left uninformed.'

'In order to understand normal adolescents, it is nec-

essary to know something of the deficiencies and abnorm-

alities that occur in some individuals of this age. Among
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those are: mental defects, physical disabilities, person-

ality defects, depression, hysteria, schizophrenia, paranoia,

epilopsey, and psychopathic personalities. The author of

this book believes that two types of dementia praecox appear

during adolescence. One is the classical or psychogenic

type which is the result of the wrong handling of a nervous

child; the other a constitutional type marked by a self-

centered childhood and an increasing difficulty in social

adjustment which can no more be normalized than can feeble-

mindedness.'

The author of these books (21,22) believes that 'the

study of delinquency is necessary both because this is the

period of life during which moat crimes are committed and be-

cause criminal careers are begun in youth. There is no ac-

ceptable proof that heredity plays any sinifieant part in

the production of delinquency.'

'A knowledge of persolality types is often an aid in

understandIrc a child, but this author does not believe that

any scales yet devised (19:53) are of use in determinin an

individual's type. eroblems which the boy must solve are

questions of mast)rbation, homosexuality, petting, venereal

disease, and alcoholic excess. -':elides these, there is the

neceasity for a vocational choice,'

'The boy of averae intelliHence often suffers because

too much is expected of him. It is a question whether or not

he should be prepared for college since college offers little
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appeal to him. This is aggravated by the mechanization

and standardization which has spread from modern life to the

educational inatitytions. The cxtrovertive modern religion

is not calculated to serve his needs or to satisfy him,

either.'

The forejoing is a general summary of The Adolescent

oy (21). ae flolescent Girl (22) ':_es somewhat similar, but

modified for adaptation to the problems of girls.

crooks' (4) zsycholo,:y of Adolescence describes the ado-

lescent nature and its development. The author's aim thro:gh-

out the book is 'the facilitation of the prediction and mild-

once of adolescent behavior.' he adheres to the point of

view that develop cent is a continpous process throucjaout

childhood and adolescence. ]the also cites liberally from 900

selected references results bearin on the problems of physi-

cal and mental growth as well as social, moral, and reli7ious

growth during pre-adolescence and adolescence.

Conklin's (2) i:rincioles of Adolescent Psychology is 'a

systematic survey of the problems in this field'. It has

seventeen chapters entitled'.; physical maturation and its

eflects, sex differences, the interests of adolescence, the

ideals of adolescence, factors in social adjustment, the

effects of social conflict, tide influences of the family,

romantic 1Dve, religious adjustment, faplts and delinquency,

special delinquency problems, and abnormalities of personal-

ity organization. 'Mao chapters are devoted to several of
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these topics. The book also contains come history of the

concepts dealt with and investigations that have thrown

light on them.

Only little less concerned with the difficulties of

adolescence than the books on adoleeoenoe themselves are

the books on mental hygiene. The approach and the organiz-

ation are different and the material is somewhat different,

but the two are inextricably interwoven. Each is invalu-

able in its way to the classroom teacher and to other people

working with youth. In giving excerpts and comments on a

few books on mental hygiene, this writer desires to call at-

tention to an earlier statement that he Is not attempting to

evaluate the books in this field but is only citing a few

books which have proved useful to him.

Symonds' (30) Mental Hygiene of the School Child

was designed primarily for teachers. It presents the gener-

al principles underlying the development of good mental

health and the application of these principles to school

situations chiefly, The book stresses the positive prevents

ive effects of mental hygiene rather than the treatment of

the problem child although this subject is stressed also.

Attention is called to the responsibility of the school in

the education of the whole Child as distinguished from the

academic child. The formation of certain habits of conduct

and thinking which must be acquired if the Child is to
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become a well-adapted member of society and the integration

and adjustment of personality, activities formerly largely

within the spheres of the hone and the church, are being

transferred to the school. Educators should, first, under-

stand conditions under which good mental health thrives and,

second, try to set up a school organization and program

which will provide these conditions. The book contains

rather definite suggestions along these lines as well as

for the adjustment of the individual child. Some of the

chapter titles are: fandamental human drives, discipline,

sex adlustment, and the role of the teacher in mental

hygiene.

Another valuable book in the mental hygiene of the

school child is icrgants (13) The Psychology of the Un-

adjusted :school Child. This book is directed toward the

application of the principles of mental hygiene to school

situations. Aclo,.:; the subjects taken up In the book are:

defense mechanisms, memory distortions, daydreaming, fears,

feeling of insecurity, compensations, instability, Intel-

lectual defects, and delinquency. Each ciapter has a

section of practical hints for teachers. NUmelons :Muse

trations are provided to make concrete the theoretical

principles of the subject.
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Another book by the same author, Keeping a Sound Mind

(17) is a more popular book written of course for those who

have not studied the subject formally. It contains much

sound material and can be given to boys and girls in high

school to read for their own self-examination. It contains

much the same material as the preceding book, but it is

presented in a different manner.

Rivlints (23) Educating for Adjustment 'emphasises

the positive aspects of assisting in the pupils' adjustment

rather than the correction of major emotional malad-

justments . Stress is placed upon the relating of the

principles of mental hygiene to the classroom through the

teachers' attitudes and schoolroom activities and pro..

cedures without presupposing in the teacher the training of

a psychiatrist.

The first part of the book (23) summarizes certain

psychological and psychiatric principles believed to be

necessary in the understanding of the behavior diffi-

culties of the normal child. The second part is concerned

with the background of problem behavior. In this is in

cludedi mental and physical deviations, sex conflicts,

'-ome environment, and environmental failures. The third

part of the book is concerned with acquainting the teacher

with mental hygiene at work in the classroom. The last

chapter in the book is devoted to the mental hygiene of the

teacher.
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The Psyc7mlo:7 of Adjustment (27) ey Shaffer bears

the subtitle, "an objective approach to mental hygiene".

It is written from a moderately behavioristic point of

view. generalizations and general applications on every

day, adjrstnents and maladjustments for a wide range of

activities are nresented in an easily understandable may.

The more technical concepts employed are, for the most

part, in terms of theories of conditioning. Response

mechanisms are treated in sons detail. The third part of

the book contains a personality questionnaire and a

Glossary of psychoanalytic terms. The problems and

methods of nental hygiene are described in a nonsiderable

amount Of detail.

Personal and Social Adjustment (31) by Uhl and

Powers sets forth the basic principles of these adjustments

and explanations about the causes of success and failure in

them. The point of view of the book is that of a functions

al social psychology. It is intended to be a high school

text in mental byciene and for general popular readinz* In

it, adjustment is discussed in five unitst successful

living, social life in the modern world, types of social

adjustment, types of personal adjustment, and the develops

rent of social responsibility. It is a useful book for the

classroom teacher*

Roger's (24) Clinical Treatment of the Problem Child

describes and discusses a variety of the treatments used in
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clinical work vrth problem children. it was written for

social workers as well as for teachers, and involves more

of the applications of mental hygiene than rnny of the

others*

Wolfels (33) The Nervous Oreakdown is intended for

"nervous" people and for others who must be associated

with them. A hope of the author is that it may help to

prevent the person on the verge of a nervous breakdown

from going over. While few young people in high school

suffer nervous breakdowns, the book may prove useful read-

ing for them by causing then to have impatience with their

own frailties and foibles.

Two older books that contain an unusual amount of ex-

cellent material that this writer has found useful are

Sayles' (25) The Problem Child at llome and The Problem

Child in School (26). Both are written on the basis of

case studies and their interpretaton and treatment - usu,,

ally a chapter to a case. Lnile they are, in this writer's

opinion broad in concept and thorough in treatments they

are as grippiag readin: as any novel,

ental Oygione In T:odorn hducation (32) by Witty,

Skinner, and others is a more theoretical account of what

the writers believe to be trends in mental hygiene and

child development. Sone of the topics diucussed are: the

nature of wholesome personality, a bailie philosophy of

Growth, new approaches in child guidance, the importance of
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goals and purpose in learning, characteristics of the good

teacher, and procrams and practices in the nuidance or

children in adjustments. It is a better book for experi-

enced workers with children than it is for beginners, but

it does present a concensus of the ideas of many teachers

and others in this field.

Character education, as a separate field, is quite

new althoygh the best practices which it contains are

centuries old. In the newer organizations of the schools,

many of these tins-proven practices are impossible through

limitations on the time which a teacher can give any large

proportion of her pupils, An attempt has been made to re-

place the older informal type of character education which

was not, indeed, always succesoftl with a formal type from

which it is hoped more can be obtained. ;:sreover, not all

people are naturally well equipped to work in caracter

education. huch of this field is directed toward adult

education which, it is hoped, will bring about better

character education In the younger generation. ':Aere and

more, schools have concerned themselves with character

education on the plea that the homes have fallen down in

their part of cilia training. Whether this can be proved

or not and whether the schools can do a great deal to re-

place the homes in this or not are still debatable. Ideals-

ly, of course, the two should work together. ..owe children

require a great deal of help in their development, and no
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one knows too much about the best thing; to do to help

them or the best time to do it.

The writer has found the book, Character Education,

(14) by nermane arc' engane nost useful to him in his work.

While it is an older book, it is not by any means "out of

dote". *The primary purpose of the book is the presenting

of a character-building program by co-ordination of the hone

and. The school' or, more properly, the parents and the

teachers. It is based upon investiGattons involving homes

and schools in commnnity activities carried out in sixteen

cities and thirty-one nal cornunities.

In the first part of tine book (14), the question of the

ways in which the school can build character is taken up,

The second part concerns itself with the cooperation of the

teacher and the parent in a child-atndy program, it places

a Great deal of emphasis on nupil self-government. The

book contains many illustrations of a case - study nature

whtch have come from the Ismiling of instances of malad-

justment,

The Tenth Yearbook of the Department of Superintendents

of the National Dduonation Association (11) attempts to give

an overview of the Whole problem of character education. As

a review and as a sonrce of stimulation for thoucht, this

writer has found it very useful. It presents a diseusnion

of character education as a function of the schools, It

does not attempt to present a definite plan by which good
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Characters can be produced. It acceets, very sanely in

this writer's belief, the premise that any good school

curriculum is a character education curriculm. emonL; the

topics discussed are; agencies of character education, the

objectives of cearacter ea ..catioa, theories of character

education, reeearch related to character education, charac-

ter edcation and the curriculem, sex edecatIon the

teacher In character education, hale and school cooperation,

and te2ts and measerements in character edecation. The

book was compiled :;y a "Coemiasion on Character -decation"

of the Department of releerintendentse

To supplement the overview ef the book described

above, The ieArtment of Class 7oom Teachers Or the 7Tatione.

al Education Association compiled its seventh 7earbook (10).

This was prepared for classroom teachers by classroom teach-

ers and was written from their point of view. .7t seeks to

empeasize the fundamental principles and precepts of

character and personality and ways of pronetine then in the

children in school.

dendry and Lartsharee's book (10), entitled Urgent-

zatione For Yoath contains material obtained throueh a

questionnaire on various character building organizations

and programs. it discusses only nonsectarian and private-

ly promoted programa. The forty programs which it contains

are grouped into five classes; independent societies, like

the Boy Snouts and Girl Scouts; junior groups associated
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with service clubs or other societies; plane designed for

use in connection with schools; plans pursuing some special

interest; and inter - religious groups. The main purposes,

histories, and rates of Growth of each organisation listed

are given. The book also contains a chapter setting forth

several church programs for young people. The book con

tains many helpful and stimulating suggestions on what can

be done on the basis of what has been done.

The Teaching of Ideals (6), by Charters, is a gather.

ing together and an organizing of the material on this

large topic. It is a study of the plans, many of which

have been used for centuries, of fostering ideals by the

home, the church, and the state. while it is true that

much of this material has been presented in the educational

literature for Generations, a re-reading is often valuable

to the worker who :ray become too narrow in his views

through the closeness of his own immediate problems.

Hartshorne's (15) Character in Human Relations pro-

poses a general theory of character development to serve as

a basis for organisations which make this their major ob-

jective. The book is divided into four parts; Part I,

which contains a summary of the organizations already en.

gaged in character education; Part II which takes up various

theories of character development; Part III which proposes

a general theory for the promotion of growth in character;
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and fart IV which cootaias a general plan for the organ/.

zation of a character baliClin agency.

anile toe above is only a small sampling of all the

books in tne ilela of character aducat'ion, the writer be-

lieves it to be a good and oho which will prove help-

ful and stimulatin to woraers with boyb and &iris who seek

to -Ja.kie better citizens out of them.

The fields of sociology' should be studied by those

workers also. i4arliero they would have served largely as a

Eeneral bacground; but in more recent yours sociology has

developed its applied fields and has related itself more

closely to psychology and education. Out of this relation,*

ship have come several books which have proved most valu-

able to this writer. T. are only a few Of the thousands

on the bookshelves of the libraries,

Yongis (34) An Introductory Sociology and A Source

Book for Sociology (35) are very comprehensive books which

sumarize the many ideas in sociolosy in a concise and

organized manner. The wealth of material they contain has

made this writer take a latter view of his work than he

would have done without them.

While this writer found that he could not agree with

some of the material in Gaylen, Gray, and Craves' (13) Our

changing social Order and believes that some of the changes

described are not for the better; he found the book one that

stirred his imagination and his desire to do what he could
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to improve the social order of the children with whom he

was associated, Since most 01 mankind's troubles are made

by mankind, their correction lies in the improvement of

mankind's behavior, but this is painfully slow of sitcom..

olishment.

Social Life and Personality by Bogardus and Lewis (3)

stresses the development of personality in a social set-

ting. The ten chapters are named: personality in the

aking, family life and welfare, play and recreation,

education for social life, industry and economic law,

community life ane types, religion as a social Institution,

art and social harmony, social control, and social adjust-

ment, The book uses the problem method and presents many

questions to provoke the thoughts of the reader as well as

a great deal of factual material and tabular material.

Beach and Walker's (2) Social Problems arld Social

Welfare makes a special staey of social nroblems and

personality effects. It contains much basic sociology, as

well, Cole and Montgomery's Sociology for Schools (6) and

Landis' Social Living (16) also are very good back- ground

books, in the opinion of this writer.

To this writer, one of the books which should be read

by all people working with and among people is Burnbam's

The Normal Mind (5). Its comprehensive treatment of

human problems ano its sanity of viewpoint have made it a
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source of inspiration to this writer to go ahead more vig-

orously with his own work in the schools and to work out the

material on which this thesis is based.
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Chapter III

Compilation And Analysis of the Problems of One
Hundred Boys and Girls

While much has been written and spoken about the tor,

portance of "educating the child", "educating the whole

child", and the "development of the personality of the

child"; the schools do not do this nearly as well as they

might. There are many reasons for this. One is the diffi-

dence of the children themselves and their d,nires to hide

their weaknesses even from themselves. They Lek the

ability to see themselves objectively and to analyze their

own strengths and weaknesses. Their principal interests

may lie entirely outside of the school. Their desires and

ambitions may not depend on the school at all or may be

antagonistic to it. Many of them believe that they are not

important to the school and that the school does not care

anything sbout them.

Another cause for the lack of close contact between

the pupils and their schools is the large number of pupils

assigned to each teacher, making it Impossible for the

teachers to ,oslly know their pupils, Mast teachers have

heavy loads of committee work and extracurricular activi-

ties Irposed upon them; and these are often of doubtful

value. The uncertainty that follows weak ndminLi 'attire

leadership is characteristic of many schools, also.
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Another, and a very real, cause of this lack of

contact between the pupils and the schools is the great

amount of time and energy required for the gathering of

information about the pupils as individuals and the diag-

nosing and prescribing for such ills as they may have which

lie within the teacher's power to handle. Occasionally,

the rewards may be commensurate with the tine and effort

required; but, very frequently, neither the pupils or the

administration realises what has been done or appreciates

its importance.

In preparing this thesis, the writer worked with fifty

boys and fifty girls of the eleventh grade of a large city

high school. The selection of these pupils was made from a

total of 146 boys and 178 girls in his classes in United

States History. As this course is a required course in

this high school, it is believed that the empling of the

eleventh grade which this entire group presented is repre-

sentative of the entire grade.

In order to start the pupils to thinking about their

own difficulties and the problems of their fellows, an

interview form of possible problems was presented to them.

This form is shown as Appendix I. It was relatively simple

and short at first but became more comprehensive as the

variety of problems suggested by the pupils increased.

Then the purpose of the study was explained frankly to the
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pupils and their *Operation was asked for and obtained.

They were told that their problems would be treated in

strict confidence.

On the basis of the reports, certain pupils were sops

looted for interviews. From these pupils, the ones to be

selected for more elaborate study were chosen. These

interviews were bold after school or during the writer's

"free period" when be was not otherwise engaged. In these

interviews, the pupils discussed themselves and their

problems freely end, the writer believes, frankly. No

individual cases were followed up unless the pupil be-

lieved he had a problem worthy of some study. A problem

was defined as a situation that puzzled the pupil as to

cause or method of solution or one which was the cause of

real soncern to the pupil.

The interview was divided into two parts or more.

The first part consisted of obtaining the data contained

on the data sheets. These are shown as Appendix I. Many

of the questions on these data sheets were taken from

Strang's (29) "The Role of the Teacher in Personnel Work".

Others were included by the writer from his own experience

in this kind of work and his general knowledge of this

group of pupils. At the beginning of the study, the pupils

were asked for brief descriptions of their homes. This de.-

scription involved quite a little of the data included in
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the Sims Socio-Economic Home Rating Seale (28), a copy of

which is shown as Appendix II. Later, the Sims Scale was

used to supplement the writeria data sheets as the writer

believed the Scale's more objective form and scoring to be

of value to him in his work with the pupils.

The second part of the interview consisted of making a

record of the pupils' difficulties as they reported than in

narrative form or as the result of questions. Additional

interviews or additional parts of the second half of the

interview were held as they appeared to be valuable.

Sample interview results are shown in abbreviated form in

Appendix III; but at the times of the interviews the writer

made the records as fully, accurately, and faithfully as

possible, often using the verbatim reports of the pupils.

Where the reports are not verbatim, a real effort was made

to use the terminology which expressed as accurately as

possible the meanings of the pupils. Many of the pupils

felt "at a loss for words" in expressing themselves* and an

interpretation of what they were seeking to say had to be

made. The writer was careful to avoid any interpretation

that was not fully agreed to by the pupil.

The pupils interviewed were encouraged to report any

new developments in their problems subsequent to the first

interviews. A chronological record was kept of these

reports. In many eases, the pupils reported the developments
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because they were interested in obtaining assistance in the

solutions of their problems, wanted a confidant who would

not ridicule them or brush them aside, or because they were

interested in the study itself, In other calm, the writer

was compelled to assume the initiative in order to get the

desired information and contacts. These pupil - contacts

were made informally on the school grounds or in the class-

room.

After the first interview, a visit was made to the

homes of the pupils when this appeared to be advantageous

in the solution of the problem, Some of the pupils were

afraid that such a visit would only stir up additional

strife in the home or arouse attitudes of suspicion which

would make their own situations more difficult. In sane

earn, they may have been timid about what a teacher would

think of their homes on any of several bases, In a foe,

cases, two or three such visits were made. These visits

were made without direct invitation on the parte of the

parents but, in most cases, the writer was received quite

cordially. It appeared to please the parents that a teacher

was interested in the welfare of their children and they

were quite willing to codperate.

As the study developed, it appeared quite plain that,

in the final analysis, the pupils had to solve their

problems themselves. Assistance was given by the writer in
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the form of well -meant advice and sympathetic understanda

ing together with books and pamphlets pertaining to their

problems. Many of the difficulties were reported by the

pupils as being happily solved without any further as-

sistance on the part of the writer. The fact that someone

was interested in them seemed to be a powerful influence on

the pupils. This may have shown that these problems were

transient in character, bat one can not tell what their

courses would have been if they had been left to such

management as the pupils alone could have given them. In

many instances, due to practical considerations, an elabo

rate "follow - p' could not be made. To do real justice to

oases of this nature, one would have to spend an almost un-

limited amount of time. Furthermore, the difficulty of

changing the attitudes of some of the parents and their

lack of understanding of the normal adolescent are obstacles

which are sometimes insurmountable.

The home is the crucible in which the Childs.' charac-

ter is largely determined and the parents oftentimes visit

their sins of ignorance or selfishness upon their offspring.

Because it is difficult to change some homes, it would apa

pear that there is a real need for adult education and for

courses for parents in the psychology of adolescence. Un-

fortunately, some of the parents who need such enlightenment

the most are not eager to be informed on these topics.
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The reader should be reminded here that this study has

been made entirely from the pupil point -of -view. Opinions

of parents, teachers, and others have been excluded. There

are usually two sides, or more, to every problem; but to

have studied all of the sides of some of these problems

would have involved more time and energy than lay at the

disposal of the writer.

The data sheets on each pupil contain a great deal of

information which has served as a background for this study

and for the work with the individual pupils. From these

data sheets, the following tables and general Information

have been obtained.

Fifty boys and fifty girls were studied rather care-

fully and fully. This number was ohoaen because it is a

round number and because it fitted closely the actual number

of individuals having problems of some importance. These

pupils bad a mean age of sixteen years and eleven months,

with a standard deviation of ten and four - tenths months.

No extreme ages for such a group were involved in the study

and the problems found here can be considered as character-

istic of young people approximately seventeen years of age.

The mean intelligence quotient of the group, as found

from the Otis Group Test, was 106.5, with a standard devi-

ation of eleven and two-tenths points. The intelligence

quotients of this group covered a range from eighty-two to
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one hundredsthirty*eight. This shows that the group was a

normal group mentally, with no extremely bright or extremely

dull pupils in the group. Again, the problems of this group

can be considered as characteristic of a group of this age.

The

year was

averages

that is,

or honor

"D" one,

ority of

grade average for the boys during the preceding

2.08 (04) and for the girls 2.40 (04). These grade

are based on one of the common systems of grading,

"A" or the highest grads carries with it four grade

points, "B" carries three honor points, "0" two,

and "F" or failure none. The scholastic superi s

ths girls is not large, but it is a real difference.

It is probably due to a maturity beyond that of the boys,

together with a tendency to be more conscientious and subs

jest to social approval,

The girls were also

ship as evaluated by the

The girls' average grade

superior to the boys in citizen*

vice-principals and counsellors.

was 3.46 (84) and the boys' was

2,76 (B-). Since accurate grading of citizenship is diffi-

cult, if not impossible, moat of the grades were either "A*

or "'D" or "P".

The pupils of the school prefer the three point system

in the grading of citizenship as they feel the average

teacher is unable to judge accurately between the good and

the excellent citizen, that is, between an "A* and a "B",

or between the fair and poor citizen, that is, a "C"
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and a mire

The grade in citizenship is more important in the eyes

of the pupil than the subject grade and, it the teacher errs

in his grading, it had better not be in the department of

citizenship. For this reason, the more objective a teacher

can make his citizenship grades the better. The writer

recommends system whereby the pupil may keep a record of

his own citizenship grade by counting the number of in-

fractions of class rules that he commits. A certain number

of infractions, as decided upon by the teacher and class

cooperatively would indicate a certain citizenship grade on

the three point scale. The system of grading used for

citizenship is the same as the one used for classroom

grades and explained above.

The writer also evaluated the citizenship of these

pupils as members of his classes. He found that his grades

correlated closely with those of the central office of the

school. His grades for the citizenship of the boys yielded

an average of 2.88 for the boys, and for the girls 3.80.

The group, as a whole, were good citizens and, thus, would

have problems characteristic of the normal adolescent in

almost all cases, if not all.

People's attitudes toward life end its problems are

greatly influenoed by .heir degrees of health, especially

if it is extremely good or extremely bad. This is truer of

young people than of those who are older. The pupils were
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salad to estimate the condition of their health*, and gave

the following report:

TABLE I

Pupils' Health Statue

Health No. Hoye Health No. Girls

good 44 good 41
fair 6 fair 8
poor IL poor A

50 80

The estimates of their own healths are purely subjective

and may not give the actual health picture of the pupils.

It is quite likely that a better health condition was re-

ported than was warranted because of the human tendency,

especially among young people, to refuse to admit weak-

nesses. The pupils, as a group, however, were in good

health according to the writer's observations.

in order to check the health statuses as given by the

pupils, they were asked to report the numbers of days lost

from school during the previous year because of illness.

The mean loss for the boys was six and one -tenth days, but

much of this was due to one boy who was quarantined for

ninety days. If his case is omitted, the average days loss

for the boys was four and two-tenths days. The number of

days lost by the girls for the same period was eight and

six- tenths days.
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In order to check up further on the health status of

the group, each pupil was asked to list his or her physical

disabilities. In addition, marked physical disabilities

would be likely to cause emotional or personality problems.

These might be out of all proportion to the importance of

their onuses, but that does not make them any the less real.

These physical disabilities, as reported, are shown in

TARTAR II.

TABLE II

Physical Disabilities of Pupils

Disability No. Boys Disability No. Girls

Asthma
Brain clot
Hay fever
Stuttering
Tuberculosis
Weak eyes
Weak heart
Week lungs 4

1 Asthma 2
1 Weak heart 2
1 Infantile
1 Paralysis 1
1 Overheated easily
1 6
1

It is quite likely that a number of physical disabilities

were not reported as the average youth is loath to admit

them. Others may have been present, but without the know

ledge of the pupils.

In order that the writer might learn more about the

home backgrounds of the pupils, the pupils were asked to

list the person or persons with whom they lived. This

information is presented in TABLE III.
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TABLE III

People with Whom Pupils Lived

Living With No. Pupils

Both parents 70
Mother alone 22
step-parent 7
Father alone 6
qrandmother 4
Brother 3
Employer 1
Grandfather 1
Housekeeper 1
Sister 1

Trg

The number of pupils reporting exceeds 100 because, in

some instances, the pupils were living with combinations

of the above, Instances in which the pupil was not living

with both parents were due mostly to divorce, separation,

or death of one of the parents rather than to the giving up

of the child by one or both parents voluntarily.

It is interesting to note that the number of eases in

which the pupil is living with the mother alone exceeds cons

siderably the number in which he is living with the father

alone. This would indicate a closer bond between the mother

and her children than exists between the father and the

children, This is due, in part, of *aurae, to the demand.

of the social set-up, The discrepancy can not be explained

by the greater number of deaths among the fathers because

the study shows that eight of the fathers have died and

three of the mothers have died, but twenty-two of these
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pupils were living with their mothers alone while only five

were living with their fathers alone. This study shows that

the more serious problems were only slightly more common in

the homes in which either or both parents were absent.

The ages of the parents were studied in order to find

out whether or not there were any unusual age- discrepancies

between the pupils and their parents. The ages of the

parents covered a range from thirty-six to seventy years.

The mean age of the fathers was forty -six and two- tenths

years and that of the mothers forty-two and five- tenths

years. Unusually elderly parents, in the oases where these

occurred in this study, caused problems to develop in the

home due to the lack of ability or the willingness to under»

stand youth. This discord was usually due, where it oat:tunedd,

to a disproportionate clinging to the child or a refusal to

grant a sufficient measure of independence and responsibili-

ty to him or her.

The health of the parents was considered as of possible

importance upon home problems through the influence of irri-

tability or an extra heavy load imposed upon the pupil. The

health conditions of the parents, as reported by the pupils,

is given in the table below.
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TABLE IV

Health Conditions of the Parents

Health of father

good
fair
poor

No. Pupils

53
17

Health of mother

good
fair
poor

No. Pupils

56
30

Problems were a little more common, among the members of

this group, in the homes in whit& one or both parents were

in poor health. It is quite possible that other problems

could have been traced indirectly to the state of health of

the parents, but this was not feasible in the amount of time

available. As indicated by the table, the fathers. health

conditions were somewhat superior to those of the mothers.

The health conditions of the parents were not of large imp.

porton.e in this study.

It seemed desirable to learn whether the parent had any

religious affiliations in order to determine what effect,

if any, these affiliations or lack of them might have upon

the family relationships. This question is of some im-

portance today when unusual emphasis is being placed upon

membership in certain religious groups in the way of projue

dice and persecution. These religious affiliations are

presented in the order of their frequency of mention or,

where the frequencies are the same, alphabetically by the

name of the sect or faith.
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of the pupil. The regularity of the employment of the

parent, also, might affect the pupils through ensuing fi-

nancial difficulties in the home. The occupations of the

fathers, as reported, are presented in the following table

in the order of their frequency,

TABLE VI

Occupations of the Fathers

Ocoupation No, Fathers

Salesman 10
*Unemployed 8
Carpenter 7
Clerk 7
Mechanic 6
Navy
Retired 4
Janitor 3
Business manager 2
Contractor 2
Farmer 2
Merchant 2
Accountant
Aircraft estimator 1
Airplane pilot 1
Auditor 1
Bartender 1
Constable 1
Credit man 1
Dentist 1

Draftsman 1
Druggist 1
Elevator operator 1
Fireman 1
Foreman 1
Gardener 1
Horseshoer 1
Mason 1
Miner 1
Movie projeotionist 1
Painter 1
Postman 1
Sheep-herder 1
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Sign poster 1
Stereotyper 1
Teacher 1
Welfare worker 1
W. P. A. 1

Eight of the fathers were dead. The whereabouts or the oc-

cupations of the other eight, which would bring the total

number to one hundred, were unknown to the pupils. Ten and

seven- tenths per cent of the fathers were unemployed. This

figure includes the one W. P. A. worker. The fathers who

were listed as "retired" were not included among the unem-

ployed. Occupation in the Navy did not appear to be de-

sirable from the standpoint of the family's welfare due to

the long enforced absences of the father from home; nor did

"military discipline", as applied to the home, result in

happy family relationships. Regularity of employment was

not a factor of importance in this study and, for that

reason, has not been included.

The occupations of the mothers are listed below. The

list includes the management of their own homes as one of

the occupations even though it is not usually a regularly

paid form of work.

TABLE VII

occupations of the Mothers

Occupations No. Mothers

Housekeeper 85
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Cafe manager 1
Clerk 1
Farmer I
Laundry worker 1
Lecturer 1
Merchant 1
Navy (civilian employee) 1
Stenographer 1
Teacher 1
Welfare worker

Five of the mothers were dead. This would have brought the

total number to one hundred. The number of step-mothers

included above just equals the number of true mothers whose

whereabouts or occupations were unknown to the pupils. 89.8

per cent of the mothers reported were in their own homes

and, theoretically at least, taking. care of their families.

From a study of the interviews, the writer found that the

proportion of problems and their seriousness were greater in

the homes in which the mother was employed outside of the

home. This is the same result that has been found in simi-

lar studies elsewhere.

The educational statuses of the parents were studied,

as problems might arise between the parents and their

children if there were wide differences in the amounts of

their respective educations. The fathers and the mothers of

these pupils had had about the same amounts of formal edu-

cation. For this reason, the data were combined in

TABLE VIII.
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TABLE VIII

Extent of the Education of the Parents

No. Years No. Parents

No education 1
Third grade 1
Fourth grade 1

Fifth grade 4
Sixth grade 8
Seventh grade 8
Eighth grads 31
Ninth grade 11
Tenth grade 5
Eleventh grads 12
Twelfth grade 66
One year of college 9
Two years of college 6
Three years of college 2
College graduate

-144

Most of the parents were as well educated as the pupils

studied. Ninety-seven of the 177 parents for whom

information was available had had twelfth grade edu-

cations or more. This was more than these pupils had had

at the time of the study. There was evidence in the inter-

views of some discord in the families whore the disparity

between the education of the pupils and that of the parents

was very marked, but thin was not a major factor in the

whole study.

The families' yearly incomes were noted in order to

determine the financial stetus of the home and to obtain

nny indications there might be of problems which might have

arisen from inadequate or very large incomes. The average
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income for these families was 42516, and extended over a

range from 4360 to 417,000. Problems were common to both

the upper and the lower limits of these incomes, and there

was no indication that the presence of problems is closely

related to the amount of family income in the relation of

cause and effect. As a group, the families had incomes

which were entirely adequate and above the average for the

nation at large.

The marital statuses of the parents were determined to

find any effects of broken homes which might be discernable,

even though the large effects of broken homes on the lives

of children in those homes is now considered less important

than it was a decade ago.

TABLE IX

Marital Status of the Parents
No. Homes

Parents not Separated or divorced 82
Parents divorced 14
Parents separated but not divorced 4

00

While eighteen per cent of these homes were broken, this is

a smaller per cent than that of the nation at large. As

far as the marital status of those families is concerned,

the group seems to be very fortunate. In the homes which

were broken, the problems seemed only a little more

frequent or more serious than in the others. This would
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confirm the belief that the broken home is not in itself a

vital factor in the welfare of the children in that home.

The traits of personality of parents which lead to broken

homes may affect the children, but this effect may be favor-

able as well as unfavorable.

The number of children in the family and their ages

were recorded. It was thought that information might be

valuable in the study of the family set-up. The "only

child" sometimes presents problems which are not character-

laic, of children in larger families. On the other hand,

very large families sometimes have problems greater than

those of smaller families. The mean number of brothers per

family for these pupils was 1.07; and the mean number of

sisters was .96, Twenty of the boys had no sisters, and

thirteen of the girls had no brothers. The mean age of the

brothers was seventeen and three-tenths years, and their

ages covered a range from two to forty-one years. The

standard deviation was seven and four-tenths years. The

mean age of the sisters was sixteen and six-tenths years,

and their ages covered a range from two to thirty-nine years.

The standard deviation was seven and one-tenth years. The

data indicate that these families were rather closely knit

on the whole and without many wide variations in the ages

of the children. The pupils had the companionship of

brothers and sisters closely related to than in age. In
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some families there were difficulties caused by brothers

and sisters at the extremes of the age -range of the group.

This was especially true when they were much older than the

pupils and frill in the family homes*

/n order to determine the possible effects of others

who were not meMbers of the immediate family living in the

family homes, the pupils were asked to record these data.

The information is given in Table R.

TAB1,E X

Outsiders Living With The Family

Description No. Homes

Grandparents 9
Other relatives 7
Boarders and roomers 5
Housekeepers 1
None 80

Several problems were reported in the homes in which grand-

parents and other relatives lived, but the group of pupils

studied were singularly fortunate as far as this factor was

concerned.

Favoritism of one or both parents toward one of the

children wax listed as being a frequent and serious cause

of home problems. Seventeen out of a total of eighty-three

pupils reported favoritism or what they believed to be

favoritism. This would appear to be a rather 1:].rge
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percentage as the pupils were loath to admit favoritism

unless it existed without question as far as their beliefs

were concerned. The other seventeen pupils did not answer

this question. and there is no way at the present of check-

ing up on it.

The pupils were asked whether or not they believed

they were being dominated by either their fathers or their

mothers. Three boys and six girls reported that they had

domineering fathers. Only one boy and two girls reported

domineering mothers. This study indicates that the fathers

were more inclined to dominate than the mothers were and

that the girls were the chief victims or believed them-

selves to be. Whether this domineering was real or imagi-

nary is not altogether important as the result is a real

problem even though the mmnner of attempted correction is

different.

The forms of punishment used in the homes were noted,

as being of some possible interest. The most common form

was that of withdrawing privileges. A "good talking to" or

a "bawling out" were also quite ocean forms of punishment.

Corporal punishment was used in the homes of four of the

boys and one of the girls and was administered by either

the father or the mother. No problems were reported as due

to corporal punishment. Eleven girls and four boys report-

ed that their parents did not punish the at all, The boys
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apparently received more punishment than the girls.

Only nine pupils reported the quarreling of parents in

the home. They believed that a certain amount of quarrel-

ing was to be expected as necessary in the conduct of fami-

ly affairs. Only severe eases of '"wrangling" which were

serious enough to disturb the home-life of the pupils were

reported.

Fourteen boys and fourteen girls reported that they

were not happy in their homes. The writer found the group

as a whole quite loyal to their parents and unwilling to

admit that everything was not good in the home. It is

likely that some of the pupils said they were happy in

their homes when this was not the case, just as it is like-

ly that some said they were unhappy when this was not

really true. The term, happiness, is subject to wide in-

terpretations and to different interpretations at differ-

ent times. Yost of the Oases of unhappiness reported were

real and were substantiated by conditions reported in the

home by the pupils or seen by the writer. These were not

based upon the financial condition of the family nor the

quality of the dwelling but upon the personalities of the

members of the family.

A study was made of the home-study conditions under

which the pupils worked. Thirty -seven boys and twenty.

seven girls reported good home-study conditions; while
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twelve boys and twenty -three girls reported that the con-

ditions under which they studied at home were not good.

Distractions and interruptions were the causes of most of

the trouble. It is likely that the girls desired better

conditions for study than the boys did, and passed sterner

judgments on the study conditions. The noise of the family,

the lack of privacy, and the need for a separate room for

study were other OaUtles of annoyance.

The Sims 500/0-Economic Home Rating Scale (28) calls

for the number of rooms in the house, The homes of these

pupils had a mean of five and six- tenths rooms; and varied

from two to nine rooms in sire. The standard deviation in

the number of rooms was one and four-tenths rooms, showing

that two-thirds of the homes had between four and seven

rooms, Most of these pupils were quite well housed al-

though several desired very much to have private rooms for

their personal belongings and rooms which they might call

their own.

The Sims Scale also asks for the number of automobiles

used by the family. Fifty -three of these families had one

automobile each, sixteen families had two, and one family

had three. Fourteen famillea had no oar; and sixteen fami-

lies did not report. The automobile conditions in these

families is better than that of the nation as a whole.
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The question of chores or home-duties was considered

as valuable in the teaching of responsibility and industry

to the pupils. Ninety of these pupils reported some home

duties and only ten did nothing regularly around their

homes* Most of the parents realised the need of requiring

their children to assume their shares of work around the

home. The pupils who were the busiest at their work out-

side of school were almost invariably the most industrious

in school. The boys who had no home-duties or who did not

work at jobs were the lecst industrious in school.

A few problems attributable to sex diffioulties were

reported in this study. The writer was interested in know-

ing whether or not the parents were giving their children

any sex information as it is the belief of the writer that

this information should be given in the homes rather than

anywhere else, Twenty-two of the boys end ten of the girls

reported that they had received no such information at

home. It does not seem to be altogether a good situation

when young people the ages of these are not informed on sex

matters by their parents.

In order to determine whether the pupils were as well

socialised as they should be, they were naked whether or

not their parents permitted them to go out with members of

the opposite sex Out of the 100 pupils, only one girl

reported in the negative, The parents, as a group, were
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quite generous in this regard; although there were several

who apparently granted permission rather grudgingly, and

others who allowed their children to have very few "dates".

A record was made of the number of chums of both the

boys and the girls. A ohum was defined as a person with

whom pupils were closely and regularly associated and one

to whom they would tell their troubles. A table showing

the distribution of the boys' chums in rank order of total

number follows:

TABLE X1

Boys' Chums

Boy Chums Girl Chums
20 10
12 10
15 5
6 10

10 2
10 2
10
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
3 6
6 3
5 3
7 1
4 3
4 2
4 2
4 2
6 0
4 2
4 2

0
5 0
3 2
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4 1
4 1
5 0
4 0
4 0
3 1
2 1
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
2
1 1
2 0
2
2 0
2 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 1

-Ea -1/1

The average number of chums for the boys was four and

nine-tenths boy chums and one and five- tenths girl chums.

One-half of the boys had no girl chums, but only two of

the boys were without boy chums. Many of the boys had

not as yet become seriously interested in girls.

The list of chums for the girls is given in a rank

order of the total number of chums in the table follow-

ing.
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TAME3E1i

Girls' Chums

Girl Chums Boy Chums
20 20
16 4
15 1

8 6
12 1
10 2
6 6
7 3
6 4
4 6

3
5 3
8 3
4 4
3 8
5 2
3 4
6 0*
6 0
5 1
4 2
3 3
3
2 4
8 0
4 1
2 3
1 4
1 4
4 0
4 0
3
3
3
3 1
3
3 1
3 1
1 3

*married, and thus not "permitted" to have boy chums aside
from her busband.
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3 0
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 0
2 0
2 0
1 1
1 1
1 1

The average number of chums for the girls was two and

three- tenths boy chums and two and six-tenths girl chums.

Only nine girls had no boy chums and all of them had girl

chums. The girls. being more mature than the boys, were

seriously interested in boys and many of then were eigoirig

steady' with one boy.

Most of the pupils found it interesting and easy to

make new friends although ten girls and six boys said that

they found it difficult. Timis. they seem well socialised

in this respect.

The pupils were asked whether they were happier with

other people or when alone. Only ten replied that they

were happier alone although many of them said that they

were happy in either case if the period was not too long at

one time. The pupils who were happier alone had few °hums

and appeared to be poorly Socialised generally. The writer

felt that some of the were indulging in a little ration-

alisation in attempts to defend themselves for hating so
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few friends.

Problems due to lack of rest or sleep seemed quite

possible. For this reason a cheek was made on the amounts

of sleep which these pupils would report in each twenty-

four hour period. The mean number of hours of sleep was

eight, with a standard deviation of nine-tenths of an hour.

The number of hours of sleep reported covered a range from

six to eleven hours, Evidently many of the pupils were not

getting adequate rest as nine hours is the usual allotment

for seventeen -year -olds. One boy who was getting only six

hours of sleep reported that he was usually too tired to

study well or "to concentrate ". in another case, a boy was

getting eleven hours of sleep. Be was lasy and "dopey" in

the classroom. Whether this condition was the result of too

mach sleep, bad glandular functioning, or bad health habits

the writer is not able to state.

The deficiency of personal finances is a problem which

is always with us, particularly during hard times. These

pupils were asked whether they had all of the money they

needed for their normal wants. It was expected that this

question would be interpreted in different ways, but most

of the pupils were quite honest in discussing it. Fifteen

of the boys and nineteen of the girls reported that they

did not have all of the money they needed. The girls'

greatest need for money was for clothes. Most of the
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pupils had expellent attitudes, however, and sheerfally

made the best of what money they had if that was all that

was really available to them under the financial conditions

of their homes. Many of the got along very well on very

little money, while others with generous allowances did a

great deal of grumbling. These latter were being deprived

of valuable training in the management of their finances

later. The average allowance each week for the boys was

$1.71 and for the girls was $1.46. Only seventeen boys and

seventeen girls received allowances, however. These allow-

ances varied greatly in amounts, as some of them included

money for clothes and other necessities while others were

for amusements only.

Thirty-four of the boys and twenty-five of the girls

earned acme of their own money. Eighteen boys and nine

girls received no money from their parents. Twenty of the

boys were employed, Four of the girls were employed. Em-

ployment was defined as regular work on a Job outside of

the home. Four boys and one girl were entirely self -sup-

porting, while twelve boys and five girls supported them-

selves partially. One boy and one girl supported others

besides themselves. Two boys contributed to the support of

others besides themselves,

The religious training of the pupils was investigated

because the writer believed that out of religious training
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might come a guiding philosophy of life that might have

much to do with helping the pupils solve the problems

which they might have, He had also heard an expert in

this field state that one -third of the problems of young

people of this age were of a religious questioning nature.

This did not, however, prove to be the Case with this group.

"Mile many of them were members of different denominations

or attended church with considerable regularity, religion

did not seem to playa large or active part in their lives,

The pupils were affiliated with the following denominations'

either by mastership or fairly regular attendarco.

TABLE XIII

Religious Affiliations of the Pupils

Sect or faith Mo. *'upils

Roman Catholic 10
Methodist 16
Baptist 13
Christian 6
Presbyterian 6
Lpiaaopal 5
Christian Science 5
Faith Lutheran 4
Latter Day Saints (Mormon) 4
Jewish 2
Buddhist
Con6regational 1
Covenanter
None 17

The selection of denominations among the pupils corre-

sponded very closely to those of their parents with the
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exception of the Lutheran, Christian, and Mormon churches.

The pupils showed a tendency to Join these churches even

though their parents were not ambers. The parents in only

seven families, that is, both the father and the mother in

only seven families, had no religious connections whereas

this table shows that seventeen pupils from as many differ-

ent families had no religious connections whatever.

Fourteen boys and six girls did not attend *buret at

all. Attendance was conceded to the pupils even though it

was irregular or only occasional. The greater attendance

found among the girls was probably due to a more consci-

entious disposition or possibly to greater social interests.

Eighty per cent of the group attended church or Sunday

School, a snob larger percentage than is common throughout

this Nation.

Twenty-five girls and fourteen boys attended Sunday

School. Sixty per cent of the total group did not attend

'Sunday School. It is evident that the pupils were more

interestee in church than in Sunday School although acme

of the church attendance may have been at the young

people's fellowship groups an intermediate organisation

between church and Sunday School.

Forty per cent of the pupils received some religious

training in their homes. Both regular and irregular in-

struction as to times and formal and informal instruction
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were considered as meeting this grouping. The group seem*

to be normal in religious training and attitude in compari-

son with other similar groups or even to have more interest

in religion than many groups of like nature.

The pupils were asked to report their hobbies as these

might afford some clews to their vocational interests and

be helpful in the solving of vocational problems. Pupils

without hobbies would certainly not be making full use of

their leisure time or be as happy as they might be in it.

The boys' hobbies are shown in TABLE XIV.

TABLE XIV

Boys' HObbieS

Hobby Ho. Boys Interested

Sports 14
Model airplanes 11
Stamps 8
Radio 5
Fishing 4
Hunting 4
Drawing 3
Music 3
Reading 3
working on ears 3
Aeronaut's* 2
Collecting 2
Photography 2
Printing 2
Woodoraft 2
Bees 1
Furniture building 1
Mineralogy 1
Pigeons 1
Scouting 1
Studying sex matters 1
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Taxidermy 1
Wood carving 1
None

'91

The nueber of hobbies exceeds fifty as several of the boys

had more than one hobby although this number is distinctly

small when compared with reports of similar studies.

Sports, airplanes, and stamps are the most frequently fol-

lowed hobbies.

The girls' hobbies are listed in the table below.

TABLE IV

Girls' Hobbies

Bobby No. Girls Interested

Sports 19
Wee 9
Collecting 8
Swing 4
Dancing 3
Reading 3
Scrapbooks 3
Drawing 2
Stamps 2
Art 1
Aviation 1
Baby book 1
Dogs 1
Driving a oar 1
Embroidery 1
Flowers 1
Gardening 1
Hope -chest 1
Listening to music 1
Nursing 1
Photography 1
Twirling baton 1
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Visiting 1
watching baseball
None

-11

Sports, music, and collecting seem to be the chief inter..

eats of the girls. Stamps do not appeal to the girls as

much as they do the boys in this group. The boys and the

girls seem to be about equally interested in reading.

In addition to these compilations from the data sheets

and the soelo:soonomic home rating scale, an analysis was

made of the problems recorded in the interviews as far

as these yielded themselves to tabulation in order to dis-

cover what problems were the most numerous among the boys

and among the girls. The boys' problems are shown in

TABLE XVI.

TABLE XVI

Boys' Problems

School Adjustment Problems
Subject Problems:
English 13
History 5
Spanish 5
Chemistry 3
Drawing 2
Algebra 1
Art 1,

No. Boys Reporting

25
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Concentration 20
Self.consoiousnees 19
Procrastination 17
Pupil-teacher relationships 10
Difficulties with other pupils 3

"TT

General Adjustment Problems
Finances 15
Vocational choices 15
Difficulties in the home 13
Restlessness 12
Emotional control
Feeling of inferiority 6
Popularity 3
Religion or philosophy of life 2
Sex 1

The number of problems exceeds the number of boys more

than three to one because many of the boys had more than

one problem, The total number of problems reported for

the fifty boys was 178. The four most common problems of

the boys in school were* troubles with some subject, con-

centration of attention, self - consciousness, and pro-

crastination. English was the subjeot which made the most

difficulty (20). The four most common difficulties outside

of school were* finances, vocational choices, difficulties

in the home, and restlessness. All of these are quite

normal for young people of this age, but require attention

nevertheless.

The problems of the girls are shown in TABLE XVII.
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Girls' Problems
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No. Girls Reporting

School adjustment Problems
Subject Problems:

26

History 17
English 4
Chemistry 3
Typing 3
Algebra 1
Clothing 1
Geometry 1
Latin 1
Mathematics 1
Shorthand 1

Solf-consciousnoas 21
Concentration 13
Pupil-teacher relationships 7
Procrastination 8
Difficulties with other pupils 5

90

General Adjustment Problems
Popularity or love 19
Finances 19
Difficulties in the home 18
Vocational choices 13
Emotional control 12
Religion or philosophy of life 7
:lcstloasncss 7
Feelings of inferiority 5
Sex

103

The number of problems is four to one for the girls. The

total number of problems reported is 200, The four most

common problems of the girls in school, according to their

relative frequency, were* subject-matter problems, self-

consciousness, concentration, and difficulties with teach.

era. History is the subject that causes them the moat

trouble. The girls are leas likely to procrastinate than
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the boys are.

The three most cannon problems of the girls outside

of school area popularity or love. finances, and prob-

lems within the home. The girls have a greater number of

problems about popularity or love than the boys have.

This is probably due to their greater zocial dependence

on the environment in which they live. The problems of

emotional control included the emotions of hatred.

jealousy. weeping, and anger in about equal proportion.

The girls were perplexed more about religion than were

the boys. Seventeen girls, were noted by the as

showing signs of feelings of inferiority although only

five reported such feelings. The greater de an of the

environment an girls and their greater dependence on it

are likely to cause feelings or doubt and uncertainty

which lead into feelings of Inferiority.

is e group, the girls reported more problems than

the boys. The girls not only had a greater number of

school adjustment problems. but had more general adjust-

ment problems, as well; or were more aware of those

which they did have than the boys were. Perhaps they

were more conscientious about recognising and about report

ing theme
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The writer was interested in knowing the types and

causes of the pupil...teacher problems reported. These are

shown in TABLE XVIII.

TABLE XVIII

Boys' Problems with their Teachers

Type of Problem

Disliked by teacher 2
Cannot understand teacher's explanations 2

Teacher too "crabby" 1

Teacher does not understand subject and will not
admit it 1

Teacher unfair and has "peten
Teacher too temperamental and moody 1
Teacher not patient with beginners 1

Teacher does not understand pupils era

Some of the boys had more than one problems This explains

the difference between the seven boys who had this type of

difticulty and the ten difficulties which they had. Per-

haps acme of the teachers, for example the one who was said

to be too temperamental and moody, were having problems of

their own.

The types and causes of the problems between the

teachers and the girls are presented in the table below.

TABLE XIX

Girls' Problems with their Teachers

Type of Problem Jo.

Teacher does not respect opinions of pupils; closed mind
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Teacher will give no reasons for low grade given pupil 2
Teacher is too strict 2
Teacher dislikes her 1
Teacher too exacting with grades 1
Teacher is difficult to talk to 1
Teacheris methods and explanations not on pupils* level 1
Teacher wants her own way alwayso is an "old maid" 1
Teacher sarcastic 1
Teacher "gets too mad" 1
Teacher is too cynical

Some of the girls had more than one type of difficulty with

the same teacher. It would seem that teachers would do well

to examine their methods of dealing with pupile in order to

be sure that they are being entirely fair with them and giv-

ing them opportunities to state their oases end to present

their points of view. The girls are more sensitive than the

boys about their difficulties. This is probably due to their

greater desire for good grades and desire to please the

people with whom they are associated. Girls seem a little

less inclined than the boys to accept statements made "on the

authority" of the teacher.

Problems in the home were found among both the boys and

the girls. They were more frequent among the girls or were

reported more frequently at least. The types or canoes of

these difficulties in the home for the boys are given in the

following table.
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TABLE U

Problems in the Bome Among the Boys

Types or Causes No.

Quarreling with parents 3
Quarreling between parents 3
Quarreling among children 2
Use of family oar 2
Domineering father 3
Domineering mother 1
Drunkenness of father 1
Favoritism among children 11
Desire for independence and responsibility 1
Desire for a private room 1
3termother "1

tr

Thirteen boys reported the twenty-nine problems shown in

the table above. Quarreling and other "growth- pains" made

up the most frequent type of difficulty. Adolescence is

the period in which youth seeks to establish its own

identity and find the boundaries of what it can and may do.

Carrying this quest to the point of open quarreling is not

in the beat of taste for either children or parents, but it

is a part of the age-old conflict between age and youth.

The types and causes of the difficulties of the girls in

their homes are shown below. Eighteen girls reported the

thirty-six difficulties listed there.

TABLE XXI

Problems in the Home Among the Girls

Types or Causes

Quarreling among the children

No.

4
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Quarreling between parents 6
Quarreling with parents 3
Desire for more independence and responsibility 3
Parents "do not understand" daughter 2
Domineering father 6
Domineering mother 2
Favoritism among children 6
Lack of culture in the home 1
Living with grandparents 1
Nether and sister both giving orders, often conflicting 1
Parent. too strict religiously, no good tines

-31

The girls, like the boys, are reaching out in attempt, to

find their powers and limitations. These are part of the

process of arriving at mental and emotional maturity. It

is a difficult process because procedure at either too

rapid or too tardy a pace causes difficulties for both the

young people and their parents. It is largely a matter of

trial and error, with no Golden Road to its solution.

The girls were perplexed by a considerable number of

problems involving popularity or love. The problems of

nineteen girls who reported this type of difficulty an

listed in the table below.

TABLE tux

Popularity Problems of the Girls

Types or Causes No,

Lack of Boy - friends 5
Desire for more popularity with both boys and girls 5
Desire for more popularity with girls 4
Disapproval of boy - friend by father 3
Boy quit going with her » cannot understand why 1
Monopolised by one boy i

-111
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The number of problems listed is surprising in its smallness

rather than in its largeness. It is a question as to whether

the girls were as well oriented socially as this would

indicate or whether they would not acknowledge or did not

realise their own difficulties when they existed. No boys

reported or admitted problems involving popularity or love

although several of them were not as well socialised as

they should have been. The social structure makes more de-

mands on girls than it does on boys, even at the age of

this group. Girls are not as free to assume the initiative

along social lines as boys aro, but are more dependent on

social approval and prestige. Perhaps the somewhat greater

social maturity of the girls influenced the situation, also.

In general, the problems of this group were entirely

normal for young people of this age. Their problems were

rarely deeply serious although they seemed most important

to the young people themselves. A few of the problems were

distressing, either because they could not be corrected

under the circumstances that existed or because they were

due to serious personality weaknesses of the pupils who did

not have the ability or the understanding necessary for

their correction. The attempts of the writer to help these

young people were worthwhile to him, They seemed to be

appreciated by the young people. Probably the most import-

ant thing that the writer was able to do was to show these
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youths that he had a real interest in the as individuals

and eared what they did with themselves and their affairs.
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Chapter IV

Recapitulation and Discussion

1. This study was made in a large senior high in a

large city. The high school was located in a typical

middle-class residential community. The population of the

school and the community was homogeneous, having very

few foreigners and very few very wealthy or very poor

people.

2. Fifty boys and fifty girls were studied quite

thoroughly as the basis of this thesis. The method used

was the ease-study method, dependent on interviews and home

visits. The paper is written entirely from the pupils'

point-of-view.

3. Intellectually, the group of pupils studied was

average. Their mean intelligence quotient from the Otis

Group Test was 106.54 11.2 points. Scholastically, they

were likewise average. The mean grade for both boys and

girls for the preceding year was C4, IAA the girls' average

was the higher numerically.

4. The grades in citizenship for these pupils were

generally high, but some of the individual marks were "Dye

and "F's". The group was not at all hard to get along with

In the writer's classes.

5. The health of the pupils and the health of their

parents was good in almost all cases. A very few problems
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were based upon the poor health or the physical disabili

ties of the pupils or the poor health of their parents..

but these were not serious.

6. In almost all of the cases, the pupils were living

in their own homes with both perents. in only a few oases

were people outside of the immediate family living with

then,

7. The ages of the pare.nts were normal for young

people of the ace of the group studied. Tn a very few

cases, the parents were older than normal. This caused

some difficulty in understanding and interests between them

and their children.

8. The relI;ious interests or lack of interest of

either the parents or pupils wore not sources of difficulty

to members of this group.

9. The occupations and the incomes of this group were

a little better than the average in the Nation. The fami-

lies with the lowest income were not the unhappiest nor

were the problems of the pupils in these families caused

by their financial limitations.

10. In the homes from which the mother was absent

through death, separation, or employment; the number of

problems was a little larger and their severity a little

greater than in the other homes. Ten mothers worked out-

side of their homes.
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et', as an average, than those which the pupils had attained

at the time of the study. where the parents bad had very

little education, there were some problems of difference

of point of view.

12. 'ost of the families of these pupils &. both

the father and the mother. Only eighteen aut of the

hundred were broken by divorce or sayaration. A few more

were broken by the deaths of eight fathers and five

mothers. The average number of siblings for each pupil

was one. 'Jere the siblings were a great -lea' older, they

were occasionally causes of trouble through their tenden-

cies to try to manage the pupils in this study.

13. Some (seventeen) of the pupils reported favorit-

ism among the children in their homes. Whether this favor-

itism was real or imaginary, It represented a real cause

for concern.

14. Three boys and six girls reported do71neering

fathers. One boy and two girls reported domineering

mothers. The word, domineering, may be variously defined

and subjected to wide interpretation. Whether or not the

domineering was real 'Jr imaginary, the writer can not say.

Neither can he say that all of the domineering parents were

reported.

15. Fourteen boys and fourteen girls reported that

they were not happy in their hones. It is likely that this
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number is in a considerable amount of error and would

fluctuate widely in reports taken from day to day,

1. ?ost of the pupils Med good home-study conditions*

A few were etitled to more privacy and more freedom from

distractions.

17. Ninety of the one 2flndred pupils resorted some

home duties* The value of reasonable amounts of hone

duties has long been acknowledged. The pupils who were

the most industrious outside of school were the most in-

dustrious in school.

18. Only a few problems connected with sex were re-

ported. Two-thirds of the pupila had received some sex in-

struction in their hones; one-third had not.

19. As a group, the pupils were well socialized. They

reported a total of 555 chums. :ost of them reported the

making 'if new friends to be easy. They were equally happy

when alone or with ()tiers if the periods were not too long.

A few of the pupils needed help in their socialization.

20. Slightly more than half of these pupils earned

some of their own money. A few of them were entirely self-

supporting and four contributed to the support of others in

addition to self-support.

21. These pupils had rather fewer hobbies than is

usual. The writer can not say whether or not they pursued

these few in a more thorou3h manner than similar youngsters

with a larger number of hobbies. The boys had a few more
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22. The fifty boys reported a total of 175 problems.

Ninety-nine of those wore school adjustment problems and

seventy-six were outside of school. The most frequently

reported problems were, as a whole, the least serious. The

eight commonest difficulties were: trouble with some sub-

ject, poor concentration of attention, self-consciousness,

procrastination, finances, vocational choices, difficulties

in the home, and restlessness.

23.The fifty girls reported a total of 200 problems.

Ninety-seven of these were school adjustment problems, and

103 were outside of school. 7ot only did the girls report

more problems, but they were more often in more serious

fields. The nine coimonest difficulties listed were:

tr72ble with come subject, self-consciousness, pupil-

teacher relationehips concentration, posular7ty or love,

finances, difficulties in the hemp, vocational choices, and

emotional control. Nine problems for the girls received

twelve or more mentions, while eicht for the boys received

twelve or more mentions.

24. The boys reported ten difficulties with teachers:

the girls reported seventeen. They were much alike in their

nature, and are those commonly listed as among poor teach

ing techniques. Whether they were just)fied in all cases or

not, they deserve consideration a: cases of friction.
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their hones: eighteen girls reported thirty -nix. host of

these were of real importance to these young people. As a

group, they were very loyal to their hones and were slow to

criticize then -.flames they believed they had real causes

for grievance.

2,74 7ineteen girls reported. problems involving popu-

larity or love. ?To boys reported or admitted snch problems

although several of then were net as well socialized as

they should have been,

27. Tn 'Tonere', the problens of thin group were en-

tirely normal for young people of this age.

28. The problems were not as serious as problems of

mental hygiene and juvenile court cases can be, b't they

were very real in the eyes of these young people. .A few of

them were distressing beoarae they could not be corrected

under the circumstances and yet they were heavier than

young people, at least, should hove to carry.

29. Young people someti=es need someone older to talk

to and to tell their troubles to. The open statement of a

problem is frequently the first step in its solution by the

one who Is worried by it. One's own personal problems use

ually apoear flitch larger and more diffi_cult than theoretical

problems or the problems of ot7.ers.
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30. Problems solved by the people who have them are

usually solved more permanently and with more satisfaction

than those "settled'. by someone else.

31. When people, especially young people, realize

that their problems are not unique or insurmountable,

they have a tendency to see their problems in more reason-

able proportions and to have less emotion about them.

32. Young people are often intolerant of the idio-

syncrasies of others. They are frequently hypercritical of

other young people. When theyoome to understand that

other people have difficulties as large to them as they

have, they come to be more lenient in their opinions.

33. The young people of today have a more difficult

task in adjusting themselves to the world as it is than

their elders had because conditions in this Nation are in a

state of turmoil due to the financial depressions and the

attempts being made to change the social structure of the

country.

34. One of the largest tasks of young people is the

necessity of trying to conform to the social structure as

they learn what it is and at the same time develop their

own capacities and preserve their individualities.

35, The young people of today are no more blase or

sophisticated than those of any other generation. They may
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all.

36. Anticipation and prevention of difficulties among

young people are far better than condemnation and punish-

ment.

37. Adolescence is not a period of sudden changes

although trends which have been hidden previously may be

brought to light.

38. Three of the largest problems of adolesoenoe area

sex, vocational choice, sad popularity, This writer did

not find a fourth that is often mentioned, that is, re-

ligion, of much importance in the minds of the group

studied, Appearance is also important but should probably

be classified under popularity.

39. The diffidence of children and young people and

their unwillingness to acknowledge their own incapacities

often causes them to try to conceal their difficulties from

themselves, This does not always cease with youth.

40. Pupils' principal interests may lie entirely out-

side of the school. Their anbtIons may be independent of

the school or may be antagonistic to it,

41. Young people of each stage of development have

questions and problems largely peculiar to that stage

These should be known in a general way to older people

working among thei.
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42. This writer does not agree that the school has

had to take over the work of the home, Many homes are not

what they should be, but neither are many schools. If

some schools have to compensate for the weaknesses of some

homes, so do some homes have to try to undo the harm done

by some schools. Ideally the two should work intelligent-

ly together. The home is still the principal influence in

the lives of most young people.

43. Many older people have forgotten or repressed

their own difficulties of development and adjustment as

children and young people. They do not realise that they

do not know intuitively what these younger people are

having to learn.

44, It is less possible today for a teacher to de-

ceive or to dominate a class than it was a hundred years

ago, but such practices did not make good schools then nor

do they now. Most young people are pleasant to work among

if they are treated at all well.

45. While all the assistance that can be given some

of the young people by older people is a chance to discuss

their problems with someone else, this is often enough to

enable them to solve their problems for themselves, At

other times, young people need to be told that certain

courses of behavior have not worked well in the past and

there is no reason to expect them to work well in the

future.
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46. The apparent rewards of personalvork with pupils

often seems inadequate for the amount of tint:and effort

required to do it at all well.

47. This thesis was written largely for the writer

himself in order that he nfight have a clearer understanding

of these particular boys and girls, and of boys and girls

in general; and, that he might, in some degree, help then

become better adults tzzr0uLh quicker and better solutions

of their problems as adolescents.

48. It is hoped, by the writer, that this thesis may

help any teachers or parents who way read It in four ways.

First, it may help them to understand young people and

their problems more clearly. Lecond, it may help them to

avoid judging young people erroneously. Third, it may help

them to guide young people more correctly. Fourth, It may

help them to avoid some of the antagonisl:s that sometimes

occur between older people in authority and younger ueccie

subject to that authority. Wise use of authority is, in

itself, a difficult problem.



APPENDIX I

DATA SHEET

Student No. Boy Girl Grade Date

Address

Date of birth Age

Grade average for preceding year

Citizenship record: Vice-principal's Teacher's

Health (student's estimation)

Days lost from ill- health last year

:hyeical disabilities

Living with Age Health Religion

Father

Mother

Guardian

Step - parent

Occupation of father Mother

Extent of schooling of father Mother

Family yearly income

Are parents divorced or separated?

No. of brothers in family Age(s)

No, of sisters in family Age(s)

Others living with family

Do you feel there is favoritism among the children?



Do you feel you have a domineering father?

How do your parents punish you?

Do your parents have many quarrels?

Description of sedentys home and neighborhood

Do you have gOodhome-study conditions?

What are your chores or home-duties?

Mother?

ii

Do your parents give you any sex information?

Are you allowed to have "dates "?

How many boy chums do you have? Girl chums?

Is it easy and interesting to make new friends?

How many hours of sleep do you get? (average)

Are you happier with other people or when alone?

Do you have all the money you need?

Allowance per week

Where do you cot your money? Parents? Earn your own?

Are you employed? Do you support self? Others?

Do you go to church? Sunday School?

Religious denomination

Do you receive any religious instruction in your home?

What is your hobby?



Sims Score Card Published by t he Copyright 1927 by the

Form 11Dt1Cn C100/PUMISIlnyea Public School Pultng Cu.Bloomington, Ill.
C. Bloomingtorallinois

Printed in U. S. A.

SIMS SCORE CARD FOR SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS
Form C

Score

1. Name

2. Age Years and Months

3. Grade Date

4. Have you spent two years in any grade?... ..... If so, what grades?

5. Have you skipped any grades?............... .........If so, what grades?

6. Home address : City State

7. How many years have you lived in this town?

8. Have you attended schools in any other towns? If so, name

them

9. Name of your School

Don't answer any of the questions below until you are told what to do

If you have brothers or sisters in this school, write their names and
grades on these lines :

Name Grade

Name Grade

In the Following Questions Underline the Correct Answer :

Are you a Boy? a Girl? (Underline correct answer)

Are you living at home with your parents ? Yes No
Are you living in the home of someone else, such as a rela-

tive, adopted parent, guardian, etc.? Yes No
Are you living in an institution, such as an orphan asylum

or a home for children? Yes No
78-4p





APPEZIX III

Pupil 3 Girl First interview: November le* 1938

IQ: 102 Ages 17..0 Grades: C Citizenship: A

Living with: mother and step-father.

I. School Adjustment Problems:

One teacher is too difficult to talk to and, as a

result, the pupil can not understand her methods.

This teacher is too exacting in her scholarship and

citizenship grades. She says her difficulty in

chemistry is caused by the weakness of the teacher

as a teacher. Mathematics is difficult for her as

there is insufficient time for her to prepare her

assignments and take the examinations.

II. General AdjuetmentProblems:

Her mother does not approve of the boy with whom she

goes. He is twenty-three years of age, and a high

school graduate. Another boy went to South America,

leaving his girl-friend without anyone. This girl

intrigued Pupil ass boy friend and started him to

drinkin and otherwise leading a fast life. A baby

was born illegitimately to this girl-friend who

claimed that this young man was its father. He was

not certain about the parenthood of the child* but

married the girl anyway. The couple have been

divorced and the mother has kept the child.

Pupil 3 is unable to decide what she is capable of

doing to earn a living. She finds that making a
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vocational choice is too difficult.

January 23, 1939. Pupil 3 brought the writer a newspaper

clipping telling of the young man's promotion. Her mother

was allowing her to go out with him. The mother says that

she would prefer to have her daughter go with him openly,

to snaking around about it. She still does not approve of

the boy, however.

February 1, 1939. The young man has told the girl that her

love for him has been the only force which has made it pos-

sible for him to "make good". lie said that everyone else

had turned against him in his need for affection. The girl

believes that one mistake should not "relegate him to perdi-

tion" and that he should be given another chance.

February lb, 1939. Pupil 3 came to the writer with a Yawl-

tine letter which she had received from the young man. The

letter was beautifully written and showed a deep love for

the girl. He maintained that it was her confidence in him

and love for him that had given him the strength to "go

straight" and look for the beauty of life rather than its

sordidness. He has left his former job and now has a

better one. He said that he did it for the girl's sake.

February 27, 1939. The girl showed the writer her engage-

ment ring which is plain cold with a family coat of arms.

She said she had not wanted a diamond ring because she

thought it would strain the manle finances. The couple

expect to be married this summer. The mother does not
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object. The girl will not complete her high school

course. She says that she can learn enough from her

husband in the way of an education as he is "quite a

scholar".
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Pupil 2 Boy Pint interview: November 18, 1936.

IQ: 109 Age: 16 -7 Grades: C Citizenship: F

Living with: both parents.

I. School Adjustment Problems:

He has difficulty with one teacher because he thinks

she does not like him and, therefore, he does not try

to get along with her. He thinks she is unfair and

has "pets". He has difficulty with his English, but

thinks that this is due to the teacher whom he dis-

likes.

II. General Adjustment Problems:

Be would like to have a ear of his own. His father

will not allow him to use the family car.

January 26, 1939. lie took his father's oar without

permission. His father told him that he should not

have done it particularly since he did not have a

driver's license, They will get a driver's license

for the boy so that he can use the family car. This

problem is apparently solved.

February 24, 1039. The boy can not understand the

methods used by one of his teachers. "She just

stands up there and talks and he does not know what

she is talking about." He would like to transfer to

another teacher's class, but te counsellor will

not perdt it. The teacher has told the counsellor

that the boy has equal ability to the others in her
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Pupil 67 Soy First interview: Larch 30, 1939.

IQ: 111 Age: 17..0 Grades: C Citizenship: C

Living with: both parents.

I. School Adjustment Problems:

e reports himself extremely nervous and unable to

concentrate or even study for any length of time.

II. General Adjustment Problems:

He has no idea of what vocation he wants to take up.

This embarrasses him and makes him worry.

He would like to use the family car, but his mother

will not let him drive it when his father is away.

The father is in the United States Navy and is any

a great deal,

The boy would like an exciting life and is not content

to remain in one place. He has travelled a great deal

and feels that "a restless spirit has roina into him".

May 25, 1939. Pupil 67 said that his parents had

given him more responsibility since his birthday in

April when he became seventeen years of age. lie has

been given the right to drive the family car.

June 9, 1959. The boy was ordered by the vice -prin-

cipal to report to him for his report card, due to

difficulty that he had gotten into with one of his

teachers. The boy had slipped out of a classroom

before the bell had rung. He told the writer that he

did not understand why he could not get as good
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Pupil 8 Girl First interviews November 30, 1938.

IQ: 106 Age 16 -1 Grades: B Citizenship A

Living with: both parents.

I. School Adjustment Problems:

This irl has trouble with history as a subject, but

dosa not blame the teacher.

General Adjustment Problems:

Pupil 8 would like to knew how to become more popular

with the boys. She hat :Art chums, but no boy chums.

She feels the need of more money so that she can do

what the Other pupils do and enjoy herself like they

do. This need is not a real one.

January 27, 1939. The girl tole: the writer that her

situation had improved and that ohe expected a date

soon.

February 1, 1939. ilua dislikes one of her teachers

and can not understand her methods. She wanted the

writer to help her get out of this class and into

another similar one.

February 23, 1939. She and a girl-friend went skating

with two boys with whom she used to play "cops -and-

robbers" in a country town where she formerly lived.

She did not like the fact that the boy smoked, but

she was trying to forget it. "It is a start, anyway."

She is hoping that the boy will will up again for

another date. Ehe appeared to be quite elated..



She ha:' had a date for a hizh school dance with a

new acquaintance and had bad "a &rest time".

'March 30, 103 * (.:the attended a hlb school formal

dance with her new friend* lie had presented her with

a corsace bouquet amL she was "thrilled to death".

June 9, 1030. Pupil 0 told the writer that she was

havinc a wonderful time and plenty of dates* She

had attended the junior prom and the associated

student body ball. Her eyes fairly shone and she was

the picture of happisse.



Pupil 56 'Soy First Interview: Earch 14, 1930.

ICI: 04 Age: 17-11 Grades: C Citizenship: A

Living with: both parent.).

T. School Adjustment Problems:

He has trouble in 141glish with reading, pronouncing

words, spelling, and writing themes.

He is subject to self-consciousness. He is a slow

eater and sometimes friends come upon him unexpect-

ed/7 in the cafeteria. He dislikes speaking to them

with his mouth full. He also feels the need of instr-

uction in table manners. He has difficulty in keeping

his mind on his school work at tines, due to worry.

He has to work on Saturdays and Sundays and most

school nights in order to provide for himself, Re

gets "tired of everything, even tired of living". He

puts off his school work in order to "get a little fun

out of life". He feels that it is becoming a habit.

Early times he is too tired to do his school work and

can not get his mind on It.

General Adjustment Problems:

His vocational choice worries him at times. He would

like to go into buying and selling, but is not sure

that he should because it is not creative".

His older brother has done a great deal toward the

sup-ort of the family, and R great deal is expected of

Pupil 56. His parents would like to have him quit
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school and help support the family as the other children

have done. This pupil would like to complete his high

school course.

He has told his parents that he would leave borne when be

lost his job and was unable to help support the family.

The family brings up the matter of finances two or three

times a week and Pupil 56 becomes disgusted and "blows

up", threatening to leave home. He has long wanted his

own bedroom and a place to keep his things, but has never

had one.

This boy went on a drinking party a few months ago in an

endeavor to forget his home troubles. He said he felt

like "having a good time for once and letting his troubles

take a ride". The boy has done no drinking since, but says

his parents drink moderately. He also said he had not

kissed his mother for two years and wondered why.

May 26, 1939. He said that be had largely overcome his

feeling of self-consciousness when eating because he had

been posting himself on table etiquette.

He intends to go to night school next year and work dur-

ing the daytime to help support the family.

He is getting along very well with his family. His

mother recently made a two -weeks visit to her rela-

tives. During her absence, he wrote her a letter
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nexplalninc thingsft. The relationship with his moth-

er has been good ever since. The entire family

seemed to appreciate the mother more after her return.

Pupil 56 said that he did. not realize he would -Ass

her so much.
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Pupil 10 Girl First interviews December 2, 1938.

IQ: 111 Age: 16-4 Grades: C Citizenship: C

Living with: both parents.

I. School Adjustment Problems:

None.

II. General Adjustment Problems:

She has been going with a boy since January first of

this year. On September twenty-third, her sister, who

was eighteen years of age, ran any from home and was

married. A week later, her father told Pupil 10 that

she could not go with her boy-friend again and would

not be allowed to see him. She "sneaked around" for

two months and saw him anyway. The couple became

ashamed of their clandestine meetings and, on Novena

ber twenty-fifth, the boy wrote a letter to the father

asking permission to see the daughter occasionally.

The father is not in favor of it, but the mother agrees

with the daughter. The boy will come to the home

tonight and ask the father's permission to go with

the daughter again. The bog is eighteen years of age*

and a high school graduate.

The father objects because he wants his daughter to

see other boys and delay her marriage. Be is bitter

because his older daughter who usually confided in

him was married unexpectedly and without telling him

any of her plans. She was his favorite child. The



The father seems to be afraid of a similar ex-

perience with Pupil 10.

December 5, 1e38. Pupil 10 told the writer that her

father had given the boy permission to go with her

again.

January 2?, 1939. This pupil told the writer that

on January thirteenth, she and her boy-friend had de-

cided to stop "going steady". They will have ocean.

ional dates, but believe it is best to go out with

different people in order to build up a larger oirole

of friends.

March 24, 1939. Her boy-friend has gone to another

city several hundred miles away. She is getting

along very well with her parents.

May 16, 1959. This pupil is getting a letter a week

from her friend, Her parents have given their consent

for her marriage in August, 1940. She is going out

with several boys and likes this plan better than

going with only one. Going with different boys makes

possible her enjoyment of a wider variety of things

due to the different interests of the boys and their

circles of friends. Her parents also like it because

they want her to have wider contacts, Everything

has been going very well in her home since her father

gave her permission to go out with her boy-friend

the preceding year.



Pupil 91 Boy First interviews May 8, 1939.

IQ: 129 Age: 18 -6 Grades: C Citizenship: F

Living with: father and housekeeper.

I. School Adjustment Problems:

He believes that one of his teachers is "down on him".

He thinks antwzonism is due to the fact that he had

several quarrels with her during the first year in her

class. "The situation gets worse and worse" because

he resents the teachers attitude and rebels against

it,

He has difficulty in concentration at times.

He "never does anything that he can get out of". He

has been doing it so low: that it has become a habit.

he feels that he acquired tis habit in elementary

school where the teachers did not require him to study

or do any home study. As a result, "he did fast enough

work to get by".

II. General Adjustment Problems:

None.

June 8, 1939. The boy failed in the class of the

teacher with whom he was having difficulty. This is

the first time that he has failed a course. He feels

that he would not have failed had the teacher been more

friendly toward him.

Note: The parents of this boy are divorced. The father and

boy are living with a housekeeper who has two children
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of her own. The father and the housekeeper will marry

in the very near future,
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Pupil 44 Girl First interviews February 210 1939.

IQ: - Ages 17.41 Grades: A Citizenships A

Living wiThs both parents.

School Adjustment Problemes

When she has to stand up and give a talk she is

"scared to death", but after a few minutes, " it is all

rl.cht."

II. General Adjustment Problems:

She feels the need of more friends. This is her first

year in this high school and she feels herself to be

quitaa stranger. She would like to join a club or two,

but does not know what the clubs are or how to join

them. She is lonesome. Her mother is a native of

Syria, and her father is a German. He mother has had

very little education, and this pupil reads to her

a great deal, She also has to help the numerous

younger children with their lessons, This is becom-

ing quite burdensome and gives this pupil very little

time for herself. She does not complain, however.

Her parents have so little education that it appears

that this girl becomes tired of her environment, She

is a very refined, sensitive, and cultured girl. She

says she is not happy in her home all of the time.

This is probably due to the difference in her stand-

ards and those of her parents.



March 22, 1939. The writer visited the home of this

pupil and found it noisy and full of Children. The

nother expresses herself with difficulty and talks

with an accent. There is an atmosphere of lack of

culture in the home. The pupil told the writer that

he could not be of any assistance in solving her

home problem because her parents would not understand

what was wrong.

May 26, 1939. Pupil 44 told the writer that her

fourteen year old sister was helping in giving the

younger children their lessons. This has helped

lighten her burden considerably.





reading it, the boy said that it had helped him greatly and

he had "sure learned a lot". This pupil has difficulty in

controlling his temper and his feelings of disgust.

Nay 30, 1939. This pupil has quit school and has gone to

work for a large corporation. He had an opportunity for

employment during the summer and was afraid it would not be

available if he waited until the close of the school year.

His mother came to the school to get his grades. She be-

lieves that much of the boy's trouble is that "he is grow-

ing too fast". He is six feet and three inches tall.
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